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I. Introduction
V IBRATION reduction is a critical problem related to themaneuvering of space robots, which are light, slender, and
 exible.Command shaping techniquesare possible solutionsto that
problem.
A set of command shaping techniques exists. These techniques
work by altering the shape of either the actuator commands, or the
reference outputs, to reduce the oscillation of the system response.
Input shaping refers to a particular command shaping technique
that exploits the convolutionof the referencesignalwith a sequence
of impulses to reduce the system vibrations. Smith1  rst proposed
that idea in his work on Posicast control. Singer and Seering2 im-
proved Smith’s1 original idea by increasing the robustness. They2
obtained promising simulation results of input shaping control of
the space shuttle remote manipulator system. Singhose et al.3 stud-
ied an input shaping controller for slewing a  exible spacecraft.
Banerjee and Singhose4;5 proposed the application of input shap-
ing for the minimum-time control of a two-link  exible manip-
ulator. Song et al.6 treated the application of input shaping for
reduction of vibration of a  exible spacecraft, using pulse-width
pulse-frequency-modulated thrusters. Another command shaping
approach,whose principle is to smooth the bang–bang input with a
spline approximationof the sign function,was proposedby Junkins
et al.7 and studied by Hecht and Junkins to deal with the problem
of near-minimum-time control of a  exible manipulator.8 Mimmi
et al. studied a different command shaping technique derived by
the design of cam pro les.9 All of the referred papers prove the
effectiveness of command shaping using numerical simulations.
There are also several papers reporting experimental veri cations
of those techniques. In Ref. 10, the results are discussed of ap-
plication of input shaping on the MACE experiment, which  ew
on the space shuttle in 1995. In Ref. 11, the results are reported
of applying the input shaping control on a XY stage machine car-
rying a  exible beam. In Refs. 12–14, the experimental testing
of command shaping techniques on  exible link manipulators is
reported.
A second critical problem, which often affects space manipula-
tors, in addition to structural  exibility, is the stick–slip friction at
the joints. In fact, space manipulators are usually actuated by mo-
tors with gears. Numerous methods are proposed in the literature
to cope with the problemof friction in mechanisms (see Armstrong
et al.15 for a survey). In particular, Song16 introduces a promising
sliding-mode tracking controlmethod, exploitinga smooth friction
compensation action.
To carry out the experiments reported in this paper, a testbed,
called theSpaceRobotSimulator,was purposelydesignedand setup
at theSpacecraftResearchandDesignCenterof theNavalPostgrad-
uate School.This is a planarmanipulatorwith two rotationaldegrees
of freedom and two links, either one of which can be  exible as re-
gards bending in the plane of motion. The manipulator  oats on air
cushions on a granite table.
Our new contributions,obtained by using the Space Robot Sim-
ulator and described in this paper, are as follows.
1) A detailed experimental veri cation is provided of the input
shapingmethod for the trackingcontrolof amanipulatorwith highly
 exible links. In particular, the challenging case of near-minimum-
time referencemotion has been considered.
2) The input shaping technique is compared with the smoothed
bang–bang command shaping technique proposed in Ref. 7.
3)The sliding-modetrackingcontrollerwith smoothfrictioncom-
pensation proposed in Ref. 16 is experimentally veri ed.
Section II is an introduction to the two command shapingmeth-
ods. Section III describes the sliding-mode tracking controller.The
experimental setup is described in Sec. IV. Finally, the results of the
experiments are reported in Sec. V.
II. Command Shaping Methods
A. Input Shaping
The input shapingmethod, in principle,works by creatinga com-
mand signal that cancels the vibration produced on the system to
which it is applied. The method adopted for the present research is
based on linear system theory.
a) Zero vibration
b) Zero vibration derivative
Fig. 1 Impulse sequences.
Suppose we have an underdamped second-order linear system.
Its response to an impulsive input at time t0 is a decaying sinusoid.
If, after the applicationof a  rst impulse to the system, a second im-
pulse,with suitable relative amplitude and phase with respect to the
 rst, is applied, the vibration due to the  rst impulse is completely
eliminated by the second input. The relative amplitude and phase of
the two impulses satisfying this property, calculatedconsideringthe
superposition of the responses to the single impulses and applying
the constraintsof zero residual vibration (ZV) is shown in Fig. 1a.
The pulse train parameters are given by
K D exp¡¡³¼¯p1¡ ³ 2¢ 1T D ¼¯!0p1¡ ³ 2 (1)
where ³ is the damping ratio of the plant and !0 is its undamped
natural frequency.
The method just describedwas the main idea of Smith’s Posicast
control.1 Singer and Seering2 show that with a train of two im-
pulses the robustness against uncertaintyin the modal frequency!0
is weak. To enhance the robustness, they propose to use a train of
three impulses, instead of two, and they calculate the relative am-
plitudes and phases of those impulses, imposing a zero vibration
derivative condition (ZVD) beside the ZV condition. That is, the
derivative of the constraintswith respect to !0 is set equal to zero.
The resulting three-impulse train is shown in Fig. 1b. The ZVD
impulse train provides robustness increased to §20% of frequency
variations.The same expressions that guarantee zero derivatives of
the constraintswith respect to frequencyalso guaranteezero deriva-
tiveswith respect to dampingratio.High variations in damping ratio
are tolerated.The process of adding robustness could be further ex-
tended, including second derivative of the zero residual vibration
constraints and calculating the parameters of a four-impulses train.
The described impulse sequences can be convolved to an arbi-
trary input, to obtain the same vibration-reducingproperties of the
impulsive input case. The sequence, therefore, becomes a pre lter,
called an input shaper, for any input to be given to the system.There
is a time penalty, resulting from the input shaper pre ltering, equal
to the length of the impulse sequence. The input shaper impulse
sequences can be generalized to consider more than one vibration
mode, convolving each of the impulse trains designed for speci c
modes.
Even thoughno general statement can be made a priori regarding
the applicabilityof inputshapingto nonlinearsystems, the effective-
ness of input shaping to control various speci c nonlinear systems
has been proved by numerical simulation. In particular, the case of
a two-links manipulator with  exible links is treated in Ref. 5.
B. Command Smoothing
In addition to input shaping, a second command shapingmethod
has been considered for the experiments performed.This technique
will be called hereafter smoothed bang–bang command.
To avoid the instantaneous switches of the near-minimum-time
bang–bang law, which, applied to  exible systems, excite the poorly
modeled highermodes, Junkins et al.7 proposed to use a continuous
spline approximation of the sign function. It is here recalled that
the bang–bang command gives the minimum-time control only in
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Fig. 2 Smoothed bang–bang command pro le.
case of a rigid-body, single-axis control problem. For the manipu-
lator maneuvering, better time minimum control solutions can be
obtained by the technique proposed in Ref. 17 and used in Ref. 18.
Nevertheless, the bang–bang command is used here for the sake
of simplicity to test the effectiveness of the investigated control
methods.
The near-minimum-time, smoothed bang–bang reference com-
mand, for a single-axis rest-to-rest motion, has the following form
(Fig. 2):
Rµref D sign.µ f ¡ µ0/ Rµmax f .1t; t f ; t/ (2)
where Rµmax D umax=I is the maximum angular acceleration, which
is a functionof the saturation torqueumax and of I , the inertia of the
undeformed system; t f is the maneuver time; 1t D ®t f is the rise
time, which is a function of the smoothing parameter 0<®< 0:25;
and f .1t ; t f ; t/ is the smoothsignfunctionapproximation,givenby
.t=1t/2[3¡ 2.t=1t/] 0 · t · 1t
1 1t · t · t1
1¡ 2[.t ¡ t1/=21t ]2f3¡ 2[.t ¡ t1/=21t ]g t1 · t · t2
¡1 t2 · t · t3
¡1C [.t ¡ t3/=1t ]2f3¡ 2[.t ¡ t3/=1t ]g t3 · t · t f (3)
where t1 D .t f =2¡1t/, t2 D .t f =2C1t/, and t3 D .t f ¡1t/.
When Eq. (2) is integrated, consideringEq. (3), the following re-
lationshipbetweenmaneuver time, boundaryconditions,maximum
angular acceleration, and smoothing parameter is obtained:
t 2f D








and Pµref.t/ and µref.t/ are obtained by integration of Eq. (2), once
the values of the parameters are  xed. In particular, for ®D 0 the
bang–bang reference command is obtained.
III. Sliding-Mode Tracking Control
Command shaping is usually applied as an open-loop technique
to reduce vibrations because it does not require a measurement of
the state of the system,but it can also be applied to the referencesig-
nals of a closed-loop system. In this last way, it has been applied in
the present research. In fact, in our case, the two command shaping
techniques,described in the precedingsection, have been applied to
the reference accelerationof the manipulator, either angular accel-
eration or accelerationalong the path. Then, a closed-loop tracking
controlmethod has been applied, at the joints level, to follow those
reference accelerations.
In particular,a sliding-modetrackingcontrolmethodwith friction
compensation,whichwas recentlyproposed in Ref. 16, has been for
the  rst time applied in our experiments to counteract the high and
varying static friction torques.A good tracking of the joints motion
was needed to reach our main goal of verifying the effectivenessof
input shaping for vibrations reduction.
Fig. 3 Block diagram of controller.
Abrief descriptionof the slidingmode trackingcontrol follows.16
The vectorial dynamic equation of a n-degree-of-freedom (DOF)
manipulator, assumed to be rigid, has the form
M.q/ RqC C.q; Pq/ PqC g.q/ D C appl C C fric (5)
where q2Rn is the vector of joint displacements,M 2Rn £ n is the
inertia matrix, C 2Rn£ n accounts for the Coriolis and centrifugal
forces,g2Rn is the vectorof gravity torques, C appl 2Rn is the vector
of the applied torques, and C fric 2Rn is the vector of joint friction
torques. The friction can be generally described as a composition
of two different processes: the static process, also called stick or
coulomb friction, when the objects in contact are stationary, and
the dynamic process, also called slip friction, when sliding motion
is involved. Many different friction models exist.15 To derive the
controller used, the stick friction is considered characterized only
by the maximum static torque, belowwhich the state remains static,
and the slip friction is upper boundedwith a viscous term.
During the controller design, the robot geometric parameters are
considered uncertain, and the joints friction model unknown. Nev-
ertheless, the two following assumptions are made. 1) The upper
bound of each uncertain system parameter is known. 2) The upper
bound of the maximum static friction torque and upper bounding
function of the viscous friction torque at each joint are known.
Some de nitions are needed to express the robust controller. Let
OM , OC , and Og denote the nominal versions of the actual terms M ,
C , and g. The corresponding uncertainty residues are QM , QC , and
Qg. The position and velocity errors are eD q¡ qd and PeD Pq ¡ Pqd .
The variable, which set equal to zero de nes the sliding surface,
is de ned as rD PeC3e, where 3 is a constant positive diagonal
matrix.
The considered robust controller, whose block diagram is shown
in Fig. 3, is given by
C appl D C ff ¡ K r¡ %0 tanh[.a C bt/r] (6)
and consists of three parts: 1) a feedforward term, C ff, computed on
the basis of the nominal systemmodel, that is considering the robot
rigid, having Eq. (5), and no friction; 2) a linear feedback, ¡K r,
where K is a positive diagonal gain matrix; and 3) a robust control
term, ¡%0 tanh [.aC bt/r], designed to compensate the stick–slip
friction. The nonlinear compensator can exert torques to drive the
robot along the desired trajectory, when the proportional feedback
is too weak to overcome the friction torque. Here a and b are pos-
itive gains, and %0 D %0.q; qd , Pq; Pqd / is a positive scalar function
wrapping the uncertainty. The factor depending on the hyperbolic
tangent makes a smooth contribution to the control action, which
aims to maintain the sliding conditionr D 0, then tracks the desired
joints trajectory, compensating the friction action. In particular it is
%0D k1k QMkkPvkC k2k QCkkvkC k3k QGkC ».q; Pq/, where k are gains
greater than 1, » D fs C fdk Pqk are upper bounds of the friction, and
fs and fd are positive constants.Moreover, vD Pqd ¡3e.
Global asymptotic stability of this closed-loop controller is
proved in Ref. 16, exploiting Lyapunov’s direct method.
IV. Space Robot Simulator Testbed
This section reports a description of the elements of the Space
RobotSimulator (SRS) testbed,whichwas designedand set upat the
Spacecraft Research and Design Center of the Naval Postgraduate
School. A schematic diagram of the testbed is shown in Fig. 4.
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Table 1 Geometric data of the SRS manipulator in two
con gurations: RF and FF
Mass, Length, Thickness, Height, Inertia,






Link 1 0.11 0.51 0.0016 0.05
Link 2
RF 0.16 0.76 0.0016 0.05
FF 0.11 0.51 0.0016 0.05
Joints




Fig. 4 Block diagram of the SRS testbed.
Fig. 5 SRS robot in RF con guration, with rigid  rst link and  exible
second link; shoulder joint at the top-right corner.
The granite table supports the overallmanipulatorand constitutes
the work plane. It has dimensions 1:8£ 2:4£ 0:3 m. The stone
surface is smoothed with an overall accuracy of§10¡6 m.
The manipulator is a planar two rotational DOF system, whose
base, that is, the stator of the shoulder joint, is rigidly connected
to one side of the granite table. The robot model has a modular
design: Both links can be either rigid or  exible, as regards the
bending on a plane parallel to the granite table surface. A rigid link
is constituted by two beam elements, having rectangular section,
screwed to the contour joints with the wider side parallel to the
granite table.A  exible link is constitutedbyonlyone beamelement
mounted with the wider side perpendicular to the table. All of the
structural elements of the robot are made of aluminum alloy 6061.
For the experimentsreportedin this paper, themanipulatorwas used
in the followingtwo con gurations,whose geometriccharacteristics
are reported in Table 1.
1) The manipulator with a rigid  rst link and  exible second
link (RF) is shown in Fig. 5. The  rst two bending frequencies of
the second  exible link, experimentallydetermined, are at 0.58 and
8.5 Hz.
2) The second con guration is a manipulator with both links
 exible (FF). In this case, the vibrationmodes are functions of the
position of the second link with respect to the  rst. It was chosen to
consider the modes with the manipulator in a completely extended
Table 2 Main data of the SRS motors
Property Shoulder motor Elbow motor
Type HD RFS-25/6018 HD RFS-20/6012
Maximum output 100 57
torque, N ¢m
Torque constant, 11.0 10.2
N ¢m ¢A¡1
Mass, kg 6.4 4.2
Gear ratio 50 50
con guration, that is, with the second link parallel to the  rst, be-
cause that was the con guration at the middle of the considered
referencemaneuver. The  rst two elastic modes for this con gura-
tion are at 0.22 and 1.2 Hz.
The robot is supportedon the granite table by four air pads, three
of them mounted at the elbow and one at the payload. The friction
is practically null between the table and the pads, and a very good
approximationof the microgravity condition is obtained as regards
themotionon theplane.The air padsare fed bycompressednitrogen
at 3£ 105 N/m¡2 .
A personal computer Pentium III/500 MHz, hosting a Motorola
DS-1103 PPC controllerboard, is used for the real-timecontrol.The
control algorithm, developed in MATLAB®-Simulink, is compiled
and downloadedto the PPC boardusingDspace system.The sample
rate was set at 1 kHz for all of the experiments.
For the actuators, two dc brushed motors with harmonic drive
gearing are mounted on the SRS. The motors’ data are reported
in Table 2: In particular, the torque constants were experimentally
determined by using the method proposed in Ref. 19. Because the
actuatorsarehighlyoverdimensionedwith respectto thedimensions
of the links, the joint torsion is negligible. Each motor is powered
by a Kepco BOP 72-3M ampli er, driven by the command signal
of the control system.
The following sensors have been used.
Two optical incremental encoders with a resolution at output of
18,000 pulses/round are directly mounted onto the two motors’
shafts, to measure the angular displacement. The angular speed
measurement is obtained online by backward difference from the
encoders’ angularmeasurement,with a second-order low-pass dig-
ital  lter having cut-off frequency at 50 Hz.
An optical position sensor was used, which is able to measure
the position of the tip of the robot on the motion plane, with
a frequency of 60 Hz. A 640£ 480 pixel, PULNIX TM-6701
monochrome camera with infrared  lter is mounted at an height
of 2.1 m above the granite table. The output from the camera is sent
to a CORECO frame grabber card, hosted by a personal computer
Pentium III/600 MHz. A blob-tracking software, by Agris-Schoen
Vision Systems, analyzes the data from the camera, and sends to
the Dspace system with two signals proportional to the Cartesian
coordinates of the tracked point. That point is one of three infrared
light emitter diodes, disposed at the vertexes of a right triangle,
mounted at the manipulator tip. The signals from the optical sensor
were  ltered online by a  rst-order low-pass analog  lter at 20 Hz
and of ine with an eighth-order Butterworth low-pass digital  lter
at 5 Hz. The optical position sensor had resolution of »1 mm and
accuracy of »1 cm. The relatively low accuracy, between the po-
sition measured by the optical system and the actual position on
the granite table, was mainly due to uncompensatedoptical effects,
calibration imprecision, and noise in the acquisition chain.
To have a measureof the tip oscillationindependentof the optical
system, a Kistler K-beam 8304B accelerometer is used to measure
the absolute acceleration, in the direction transversal to the second
link at the tip of the manipulator. The resolution is 10¡4 g, and the
range§2 g.
V. Experimental Results
In this section, the most signi cant experiments of preshaped
input trackingcontrol,carriedout on the SRS testbed, are described,
and their results are analyzed. Reference 20 has a complete report
of the series of experimental tests.
The links of the manipulator are treated as if they were rigid, to
compute, of ine before the experiments, the feedforwardcommand
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Open-path maneuver
Closed-pathmaneuver
Fig. 6 Two considered reference maneuvers on the granite table sur-
face (dotted rectangular shape is camera’s  eld of view).
torques used by the sliding-mode control to follow the reference
joints motion.
The following paragraphs describe the reference maneuvers
(shown in Fig. 6) that have been considered.
During the open-path maneuver, the joints of the manipulator
slew in opposite directions from rest to rest, over an angle of ¼=2.
In particular, µ1 goes from ¼=4 to 3=4¼ and µ2 from ¼=4 to ¡¼=4.
This maneuverwas directlydesigned in the joint space to avoid any
problem due to singularity of the kinematic inversion.The feedfor-
ward torques are derived via dynamic inversion, from the reference
angular accelerations, speeds, and positions, assuming a two-link
manipulator rigid model. The equations of motion of that model
have the form of Eq. (5). In particular, the joints friction and the
gravitational terms are considered zero; the complete expression
of the inertia matrix and of the matrix of Coriolis and centrifugal
terms is reported in Ref. 20 and re ects the data of the experimental
manipulator SRS reported in Table 1.
The following four types of referenceangular accelerations(RA)
have been tested along the open-pathmaneuver.Figure 7 shows the
shoulder joint accelerationpro les. Because of the symmetry of the
maneuver, the pro les for the elbow joint are the same, changed in
sign. For the FF con guration,only the input shapedpro les change
because of the different vibration frequencies.
1) The minimum travel time for RA1 , bang–bang, was taken as
4.5 s for each joint, and the maximum angular acceleration was,
consequently,0.31 ms¡2 , computed using Eq. (4), with ®D 0.
2)We used the followingZVD input shaper,with impulsescalcu-
lated as in Fig. 1, considering the system undamped for RA2, input






t0 .t0 C T=2/ .t0 C T /
0:25 0:5 0:25
¶
whereT is theperiodof the vibrationto be suppressed.That is, 1.72s
for the RF con guration and 4.54 s for the FF con guration. The
convolution is achieved, in practice, by superimposingthree shifted
copies of the original signal, scaled by the value of the pulses’
amplitude.
Table 3 Values of the controller’s



















Fig. 7 Four angularacceleration pro les, in rad/s2 , tested on the open-
path maneuver, for the shoulder joint and RF con guration.
3) The maximum value of the smoothing parameter has been
considered (®D 0:25), and the joint angular accelerationsobtained
by Eqs. (2) for RA3 , smoothed bang–bang.
4) Again the three-impulses input shaper has been applied for
RA4 , input shaping applied to the smoothed bang–bang pro le.
For the closed-pathmaneuver, a squarepathwas considered,with
a side of 0.25 m. This kind of maneuver is challengingbecause the
change in the commanded direction at the corners of the square is
likely to induce vibrations. The starting con guration of the ma-
nipulator is equal to the open-maneuver case. In this case, the ma-
neuver was designed in the task space; kinematic inversion was
carried out taking as reference a trajectory without singularity and
considering the manipulator as if it was rigid. Then the reference
command torques were derived via dynamic inversion as for the
preceding case. The manipulator is at rest at each corner of the ref-
erence square path, and along each side of the square follows one
of the two following reference accelerations.
1) For bang–bang acceleration, the minimum travel time along
each side of the square was taken as 1 s, and the reference accelera-
tion, speed, and position on the path were computed consequently.
2) Unlike for the open maneuver, for input shaped bang–bang
referenceaccelerationalongeach side of the square, the convolution
is applied to the acceleration along the path.
Preliminary tests were executed to set the values of the sliding-
mode controller parameters: The chosen values are reported in
Table 3. Then the controller was used to track the two reference
maneuvers already described, following the different angular accel-
eration pro les.
All of the experiments reported in this paper were carried out
several times, with a very good repeatability of the results.
A. Experiments on Tracking the Open-PathManeuver
Table 4 reports the most signi cant data regarding the experi-
ments of trackingof the open-pathmaneuverby the robot in the two
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con gurationsRF and FF, with the four describedRAs. The ampli-
tude of residual oscillationwas computed considering the measure
either from the camera or from the accelerometer.
The applicationof input shaping reduces the residual vibrationof
about 87% with respect to the bang–bang acceleration, in the case
with only the second link  exible, and of about 98% in the casewith
both links  exible. These results demonstrate clearly the effective-
ness of the input shaping approach.
Table 4 Main data of the experiments of tracking of the slewing
maneuver, with the SRS manipulator in RF and FF con gurations
RF FF
RA t f ;a s R;b mm t f ;a s R;b mm
Bang–bang (RA1 ) 4.50 55 4.50 700
,! Input shaped (RA2 ) 6.28 7.5 9.04 15
Smoothed (RA3 ) 6.20 6.5 6.20 625
,! Input shaped (RA4 ) 7.98 3.5 10.74 10
aManeuver time. bAmplitude of the residual vibration at the tip.
a) Angular positions and speeds, measured and reference (. . . .)
b) Command torques, measured and reference (. . . .)
c) Path of the robot tip, measured and reference (. . . .)
Fig. 8 Detailed results of two experiments, carried out with the robot in RF con guration; left column case of bang–bangRA1 and right column case
of input shaped bang-bang acceleration RA2.
Remarkably, although in the case of the con guration with one
 exible link the smoothingworks about the same as the input shap-
ing, in the case when both the links are  exible, only the input
shaping approach is effective in reducing the vibration to a reason-
able value. This interesting result is probably because, when the
vibration period becomes of the same order of the bang–bang com-
mand period, the smoothed command effectivenessdecreases.One
possible interpretation is that the smoothed bang–bang commands
are very similar to bang–bang functions that have been subjected to
a low-pass  lter. Therefore, their performance varies considerably
with the system parameters and, in particular, its modes. However,
the input shaping commands are bang–bang functions that have
been subjected to a notch  lter that targets the frequencies in the
system. In this way, the input shaping is more intelligent than the
smoothedpro le, and its performanceis not so highly dependenton
the variations of the system parameters.
Figures 8 and 9 show the detailed results of the  rst two tests
of Table 4. The tracking of the joint angles during the trajectory
was very good in all cases. The reference and actual curves are laid
one on the other in Figs. 8a, and the tracking of the angular speed
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Fig. 9 Residual transversal accelerations at tip for RF con guration
RA1 , . . . ., and RA2.
a)
b)
Fig. 10 Path of robot tip on the workspace, reference (. . . .) and actual,
for two tests with FF con guration case.
was also acceptably good. The orders of magnitude of the errors
were 10¡3 rad for the angles and 10¡2 rad/s for the angular speeds.
This fact proves the effectivenessof the sliding-modetracking con-
troller. Figures 8b, showing the command torques, show clearly the
importantcontributionof the friction compensationin themaneuver
tracking.Because of the high stictionof the joints, the feed-forward
commands alone are not able to move the joints from their initial
position. Figures 8c, showing the robot tip path, clearly show the
effect of input shaping. That effect is evident, also during the mo-
tion, especially in the reduction of the overshooting.The reference
line in Figs. 8c is calculatedfrom the reference joint displacements,
with a direct kinematic transformation.The rather low accuracy of
the camera sensor does not affect our conclusions, based on com-




Fig. 11 End-point trajectory measured by the optical sensor and ref-
erence (. . . .): a) closed path maneuver with bang–bang joints accelera-
tion and b) same reference maneuver but with input shaped bang–bang
joints acceleration.
A second proof of the effect of input shaping is given in Fig. 9,
where the residual tip transversal acceleration is reported. The im-
proved performance is really evident.
As regards the experiments of the robot with both  exible links,
theverygoodperformanceof inputshapingwith respectto thebang–
bang and smoothed bang–bang case, already shown in Table 4, is
immediately evident from Fig. 10. In the bang–bang case, the robot
tip goes out of the camera’s  eld of view during the residual oscil-
lation. The tip motion in the smoothed bang–bang case is similar to
the bang–bang case.
B. Experiments on Tracking the Closed-Path Maneuver
Bang–bang and input-shaped bang–bang reference acceleration
alongeach side of the squarehave been tested on the robot in the RF
con guration, that is with rigid  rst link and  exible second link.
As shown in Fig. 11, the input shaping is clearly effective in re-
ducing the vibration,also along the closed-pathmaneuver.Whereas
with the bang–bang acceleration pro le along each side the maxi-
mum tracking error is »15 cm, input shaping reduces it to »2 cm.
These experimentalresults are in goodagreementwith the results
reported in Refs. 5 and 11.
VI. Conclusions
A series of experimental tests on the tracking control of a very
 exible planar robot,  oating on air pads on a granite table testbed,
has been carried out. Two con gurations of the robot were tested:
1) with  rst link rigid and second  exible and 2) with both links
 exible.
The effectiveness of the input shaping method has been clearly
demonstrated in reducing the vibrations of the links during near-
minimum-time maneuvers, either open or closed, for both robot
con gurations.
A comparison of the input shaping approach with a second
command shaping technique, which consists in smoothing the
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bang–bang referencesignal,was carried out and led to the following
interestingresult:Whereas the smoothingapproach is as effectiveas
input shapingin the case of only one  exible link, in the case of both
links  exible, only the input shaping approach is effective. That is
probably because, when the vibration period becomes of the same
order as the bang-bang command period, the smoothed command
effectiveness decreases. The change of the smoothing parameters
® does not affect that result. On the contrary, input shaping, either
applied to the bang–bang reference accelerationor to the smoothed
bang–bang, still improves the performance.
A recentlyintroducedsliding-modetrackingcontrolmethod,with
friction compensation, has been applied for the  rst time in our
experiments to follow the reference commands. Very good perfor-
mance in tracking the joint motion has been achieved, despite the
high and poor modeled stick–slip friction of the harmonic drive
geared motors powering the robot. The tracking precision could
be probably still improved using tachometer sensors in addition to
the encoders.
In conclusion, the utilization of input shaping, associated to a
sliding-mode tracking control was found to solve the problem of
tracking a reference maneuver with a  exible links manipulator.
This is a promising technique and, in principle, it could be directly
applied to the existingspacemanipulators.In fact, only the actuators
and sensors naturallypresentat the manipulator joints are used.The
computation requirementsare relatively low, and the method can be
applied to track any referencemaneuver.
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